Of Times Gone By
Guess the words defined by the clues below. The
answers vary in length from three to ten letters long
and of these, four are capitalized, one is foreign, one
is archaic and two are well known acronyms. The
punctuation in the clues may or may not help the
solver.
Enter the answers in the grid one after the other
starting in the top left corner and in the same order
as the clues. Across words that don't end at the
rightmost square of the row will continue on the
leftmost square of the next row. Similarly, down
words that do not end in the bottom square will
continue at the top of the next column.
Eleven answers need to be changed into different
words before they are entered in the grid. Exactly
how they are to be changed is indicated by the
Mystery Entry.
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Across
Shed, layers of Florida and Alaska, pointed
Acquire but take time off, you’re number one
Monastery, liver, sort of bale to toss
Knight Templar, no inner branch, joint
Lament Nice road
Printing, type it Al, I see on the iPhone
Thanks Andy, it gets acid, initially cold, forests
Chosen, Denny has post
Glass annealing place of the Parisian, top and
bottom of the hour
Pie, that is not, shed muffled explosive sound
Establish Arab, a secret part of
Premier Internet, provider initially an older lady
Mystery Entry
Hang up first part with a hob I transform
Tear about and score
Open to the outsides of Ray, I upset
Quietly load without a laborious walk
Californian railway, to return incentive
Spits out saliva for sages
Drink oddly, chop, chop as
Change a Lieutenant, hesitation
Get over, opposite street with article and
heartless nerd
A force for pilots, written awry
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Down
To scrap for it, get here today initially
Normal cell, mostly a carton
A gentleman, friend of Abe audibly
Hello, a couple of rings outside US, flower
Deaf person who communicates by voice or by
signs or with a list
Fortified, drink with a blood vessel, opening
Roller, ice, maybe ask about the extremities
Muddle by, bats I look after
Seventh letter of alphabet, an inclusion
Jewish, head of Susan, as included in
Caribbean religions for my friend with a ring
Belittle without it and the French asteroid, for
example
Last out and last, first avoid the issue
Pick up initially, the already keyless entranceway
Island of the Frenchman and the Chilean
The collection is about over, following that first
one
Middle diced with nude dancing about ninny
German flyer leaves me breathless
Political, organization partly repairable
Depart theatres first, quarter of old German
Turn out Auntie, plus that is missing insect
Tom has cheese, pointlessly get one’s hands on
Unbend and come back sir, after a point has
been added
Current has two points on the face, breakout
Doubled and then added half of, double drip, let
out
Move on, animal is foxy, dire

